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On 20 September students will be mobilizing in a global protest against climate change.

Who is supporting this Worldwide endeavour, who is funding it?

Is this a real rebellion?

***

It is natural for people to come forward in defense of planet Earth once they become aware
of the policies of ecocide built into corporate globalization. In fact, it is the general lack of
such action which constitutes the real concern for all who care deeply about the health and
welfare of the planet and its occupants.

But for a long time now, those with their hands on the control levers of daily life have shown
themselves to be extremely adept at tuning-in to expressions of resistance and covertly
subverting such expressions to fit their monopoly of unrestrained economic growth – at all
costs.

The Extinction Rebellion clash between eco-activist movements and a highly structured elite
policy of distinctly un-ecological wealth procurement, has been increasingly in the public
eye  recently.

It looks, to all intents and purposes, as though these are indeed two camps with major
idealistic  differences,  coming  up  against  each  other  on  the  streets,  in  print  and  over  the
airwaves.

However, on closer inspection, it transpires that this is not the case. Just under the surface is
an entanglement which we need to grasp in order to know what is actually going on. I am
grateful  to  www.nowhere.news for  looking behind the scenes of  recent  high profile events
on the streets of London and elsewhere and drawing out the largely hidden details of
exactly who is behind these actions and what they aim to achieve.

In brief, what is revealed to be the real under-text of these ‘happenings’ is essentially a
cruel  hoax  on  tens  of  thousands  of  protesters,  the  majority  of  whom are  young and
ostensibly making their presence known so as to challenge government on global warming/
climate change concerns. People whose stated reason for coming forward is that they don’t
believe enough serious actions are being taken to keep CO2 emissions below 400 parts per
million.
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So let’s try to deconstruct the multiple layered confusion that clouds the road to truth in this
matter.  Firstly,  the majority  of  ‘stop global  warming /climate change activists’  have a
problem: they have never  questioned the narrative of  the Intergovernmental  Panel  on
Climate Change whose edict categorically states that the science behind its prognosis on
climate change is an incontrovertible fact and beyond discussion.

Just why would tens of thousands of people,  who supposedly have little or no faith in
government, not firstly question what a government panel claims to be an indisputable fact?
This is the first major question in need of a clear answer.

We shouldn’t need to remind ourselves that the majority of governments are in the pocket
of corporations and their main policies never go against the global corporate will. Although
they are usually disguised to seem to.

In short, IPCC, industry and government paid climatologists, want people to believe their
carefully scripted global warming /climate change story because there is big money to be
made mass-producing the infrastructure needed to transform a fading brown and black
fossil fuel regime into a supposedly Green New Deal, Fourth Industrial Revolution.

Something that would not encounter resistance from most urban ecologists and greens, as
they choke everyday on diesel, oil and coal pollutants and, thanks to IPCC, see the demise
of fossil fuels as also key to ‘saving the planet’ – not just themselves.

Next, it would appear that those who take on front line street actions within organizations
like Extinction Rebellion make the error of also failing to research the background of those
who are financially supporting and leading the organization from behind the scenes – or on
occasions – quite openly.

In the case of Extinction Rebellion, the co-founders  and leading light is Gail Bradbrook,
assisted by climate change lawyer Farhana Yamin, both of whose backgrounds have lines of
direct working connection with people and organizations committed to exactly the opposite
objectives to those of the green protesters following their leadership directives.

According to ‘Nowhere News’ investigations, Gail Bradbrook has a history of working with
top-down elitist organizations committed to upholding the neoliberal capitalist status quo.
She is quoted as being an enthusiastic supporter of ‘Otpor’ – an organization funded by the
US  National  Endowment  for  Democracy  –  a  body  closely  affiliated  with  US  government
promotion  of  regime  change  around  the  World.

Farhana Yamin is  CEO of  ‘Track O’  a  business whose partners  include the Rockefeller
Foundation and Chatham House, where she is also an associate fellow. Chatham House, aka
The Royal  Institute  of  International  Affairs,  is  perhaps  the  leading  empire  upholding  think-
tank in the Western hemisphere.

Just why would Extinction Rebellion supporters go along with such plainly inappropriate
individuals leading their movement?

Before answering this, I would like to focus on how government is using these quasi leaders
to misguide and demotivate all  those who could,  if  properly organized and motivated,
actually  present  a  serious  challenge  to  genuinely  destructive  globalist  environmental
practices  that  play-out  everyday  of  our  lives.   But  first,  of  course,  the  green  aspiring
supporters of Extinction Rebellion would have to realize that their ‘rebellion’ never steps
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outside the confines of a globalist agenda. But instead lands up actually supporting it.

The think-tank secret societies like the Bilderbergers and Trilateral Commission are made-up
of leading figureheads from – among others – global banking interests, the military industrial
complex, Big Pharma, Big Agro, Big Legal, Big Telecommunications, Big Energy and Big
Media. All of which share a common interest in preserving and expanding their empires. To
do this they need to be ahead of the game and always ready to infiltrate any movements
that might provoke a wider uprising for change in another direction.

This requires considerable cunning and a well developed knowledge of how to deceive in
such a way that it  appears that one is doing the opposite of  deceiving i.e.  promoting
pragmatic solutions to   global problems – the very one’s one has been responsible for
creating in the first place.

This includes the re-branding of global capitalism as something benign and indispensable to
the greening of the national and global economy.

Such deception is standard procedure, along with the by now infamous technique of ‘divide
and conquer’, for deflating opposition to the expansionist globalist agenda. However, as we
shall see, Extinction Rebellion doesn’t really need much encouragement to stick by the rules
of the game – as it already bears the official stamp ‘government approved’ .

In  the  latest  round  of  negotiations  that  took  place  between  Extinction  Rebellion
representatives and UK government ministers, it is reported that a green activist put it to
Environment Minister Michael Grove, that the current economy is extractive and thereby the
cause of much hardship. Grove’s answer caused surprise; because instead of denying this
fact, he showed some sympathy for it – stating that the government is working on a more
radical circular economy that would overcome the pitfalls of the extractive factor.

This is a classic example of ‘repositioning’ so as to appear to be acquiescing to the demands
of a popular movement – by saying that the government is actually ahead of the game in its
vision of a better, cleaner, brighter future for all!

But is anyone fooled into believing that what is termed by government ‘ a circular economy’
would  be  so  in  reality?  Would  actually  involve  the  redistribution  of  income  within
communities in a way that would close the wealth gap between rich and poor?

Grove, like nearly all government ministers, is schooled in the art of deception. In today’s
world of predatory politics, ministers don’t hold down their jobs for long if they are not seen
to be towing the line of their masters: the corporations that provide the funds and give the
orders that go with them.

What we see in the rash of non governmental organizations suddenly getting excited about
initiatives  to  put  pressure  on  governments  to  uphold  the  climate  agreement  clauses
approved at the Paris climate accord, is not actually a demand for radical change to the
extractive economy. That is something that would indeed put the capitalist global economy
firmly in the dock; whereas what these protesters are demanding resembles nothing much
more than a shuffling of the deck chairs around the Titanic.

The Green New Deal, which appears to be closely affiliated with Extinction Rebellion, makes
proposals that claim to be the answer to ‘global warming’ and ‘saving the world’, but has
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correctly been exposed as simply a massive reinvestment of global banking capital into the
next big corporate energy heist after coal, oil and gas. Green New Deal lauds itself as having
the capacity  to  provide thousands of  new jobs  in  constructing the next  generation of
infrastructure to ensure the coming into being of a brave new world of ‘clean energy’.

What is being referred to as a world of clean energy is this: 5G WiFi driven ‘smart cities’; 5G
guided autonomous driver-less cars; 5G treeless microwaved streets; 5G robots taking over
from people on the factory floor and a 5G satellite and ground based total surveillance grid.
Add to this the pleasures of a diet of hydroponic and nanotech ‘clean foods’ plus a  near
total  vegan take-over of the food chain, with its accompanying ending of family farms
working with time honored sustainable mixed rotational livestock/crop systems.

The Green New Deal, in its present form, will lead directly to a microwaved and monitored
world population reduced to a state of abject poverty and slavery to the high-tech masters
of the long predicted New World Order.

The  Green  New  Deal  is  being  promoted  by  such  figureheads  as  leader  of  the  DiEm  25
movement ex finance minister of Greece Yanis Veroufakis, Green MP Caroline Lucas and ..
yes Gail Bradbrook, leader of Extinction Rebellion.

The great tragedy in all this is that tens of thousands of idealistic young people, seemingly
motivated to do something positive for the this planet, cannot see that they are being
betrayed.  Co-opted by government to sell its industry backed climate change agenda; with
its ‘cap and trade’ and ‘carbon tax’ levies serving as lucrative cash cows for the benefit of
government and industry alike.

Gail  Bradbrook, recently interviewed on Sky TV, stated (in a conversation about global
warming) that UK government advisors had told her “We need you guys to do the job”.
We’ll, one doesn’t need to try and prove the collusion between government and the leaders
of the social movement called Extinction Rebellion, when it is already openly admitted by its
leader.

Frankly,  this  is  serious.  Serious  because  firstly  the  government  presentation  of  climate
change is rife with inconsistencies and deception. And secondly, it comes at a time when
most people able to think  recognize that governments – in most of  the Western World and
beyond – are not representative of the will of the people – but of the will of the corporations
and multi millionaire bankers.

This is so fundamental a fact that one can’t begin to see how movements and organizations
like Green New Deal, Extinction Rebellion and Climate Action – which are all lead by people
tainted  by  their  close  affiliation  to  the  neo  liberal   globalist  status  quo  –  can  be  taken
seriously.  I  reiterate  “by  anyone  who  can  still  think”.

Let us recall the words of Albert Einstein “We cannot solve our problems with the same
thinking we used when we created them”.

For all the emotional good will generated by a carefully programmed Greta Thunberg and
the  contortions performed by ‘inconvenient truth’ multi millionaire jet setter Al Gore, all we
land up with is a deeper blurring of the real agenda being enacted by the deep state/shadow
government architects of control. Of a supranational, totalitarian New World Order.

While the United Nations pretends to care about sustainable development, the International
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Monetary Fund pretends to care about the economy, the World Bank pretends to care about
the starving, The World Health Organization pretends to care about health. Yet even while
these corrupted organizations (and many more) eat into our planetary survival, too many
environmental  activist  organizations  remain  transfixed  by  the  hugely  over-hyped
government red herring known as global warming. I might be castigated for bringing out this
‘inconvenient truth’, but it needs to be said.

I would also like to flag-up this fact, it is the military war machine which has been identified
as contributing the highest levels of toxic pollutants into the biosphere.

There is no doubt that the climate is changing and being changed. It is a recognized fact
that  our  planetary  weather  is  frequently  being  manufactured  and  manipulated  by
superpower military interventions, particularly by US operatives. Who has not seen the sky
criss-crossed by the toxic atmospheric geoengineered aerosol jet trails designed by these
criminals.

As a direct result of such interventions our world has a fever. She is running hot and cold.
After all, our planet is Gaia, a living being – and living beings get fevers when their bodies
can absorb no more sickness inducing pathogens.

It is highly significant that the architects of the central control system that holds this world
to ransom, have succeeded in side-lining a large percentage of those who might have
otherwise poured their energies into tackling the the military intervention of natural climatic
cycles and other such brutal interventions with the health of our living planet.

I would like to conclude this article by revealing the agenda that has been most side-lined
by the proclamations of the United Nations and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change. This is the promotion of a vision of a decentralized society that fosters into reality
benign, local and regional socio-economic cells of creative activity. Activities that lead the
world away from the suicidal globalized capitalistic cliff face.

The United Kingdom and all European Countries as well as the USA and beyond, could and
should be nations built on the foundations of human scale, self governing communities, in
which central government quite simply becomes redundant. Has no role to play, except
within the sphere of certain international concerns.

This is the only truly radical ‘people power’ take-over that would channel human energies in
a positive direction. One in which taking control of – and responsibility for – our destinies
becomes the precursor for all actions that follow.

I have written at length about how this can be practically achieved  in Changing Course for
Life, now republished under the new title ‘Creative Solutions to a World in Crisis’ (Dixi
Books). I show how all aspects of community life and higher human aspiration can be met
via a logical and really quite simple re-organizational and regenerative process that starts at
the local level. A formula I have named ‘The Proximity Principle’.

This  is  not  to  say  that  intensive  efforts  to  stop  governments  and  corporations  rolling-out
their disastrous policies should be dropped in favour of concentrating on building the local
community ‘arks’  envisaged. Of course not –  one simply has to redouble one’s efforts and
fight on two fronts simultaneously.

At the moment, the vision that would lead to the creation of human scale, self governing
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communities, is simply not being considered or expressed. Maybe because most green
activists who join organizations like Extinction Rebellion, are urban raised and schooled; buy
their foods in supermarkets and are preoccupied with maintaining the life styles peculiar to
the urban jungle. Unfortunately, most couldn’t begin to envision the practicalities of building
a new life outside the urban rat-race.

The majority are dependent on the very corporations they expose; the materialistic global
agenda they blame for planetary warming and global ecocide.  In urban settings nobody is
independent of a heavy reliance upon unsustainable, toxic and extractive economic patterns
of daily life.

People caught-up in this  way of  life firstly need to find a way out,  if  they are to present a
meaningful critique of its pit-falls. One cannot avoid the old axiom ‘practice as you preach’.

No progress can be made while one is financially supporting those who one attacks. Those
that represent the interests of multinational/transnational business conglomerates that keep
inorganic life-styles going. In other words one has to start on a new journey which involves
saying ‘no’ to supermarket shopping, sweat shop and branded clothes, money deposits with
big banks, fast food chains, household chemicals and so forth and so on.

It is hard to see such changes happening overnight, but they will have to if movements like
Green  New Deal  and  Extinction  Rebellion  are  to  have  any  credibility  or  achieve  any
meaningful results.

The unfortunate truth is that, in the great majority of cases, if one cannot ‘lead by example’
one is no better than the people and policies one seeks to expose.

Real  resistance is  a much tougher proposition than participating in happenings on the
streets of London, New York or Berlin, however well-intentioned and spectacular they might
be. Especially ‘government approved’ TV spectacles like Extinction Rebellion, led by insider
individuals  whose  agendas  have  been  tainted  by  careers  that  would  appear  to  have
successfully initiated them into the corporate art of deception. It all comes down to un-
hideable hypocrisy.

Extinction Rebellion and other comparable protest statements, are essentially bandwagon
movements. Pop-up cult like manifestations cleverly branded by those who have something
significant  to  gain  from the  manipulation  of  others.  So  long  as  this  sort  of  mass  outcry  is
seen as the best hope for achieving change, we will be on a road to nowhere. A highway
already so well traveled that the tarmacadam has worn through and potholes are now the
predominant feature.

The serious route to positive change is built on more than just good intentions. It is built on
holistic awareness and long-term graft – with a solid determination to ‘practice what one
preaches’.  Practical  examples  need  to  form the  core  of  actions  designed  to  halt  the
destruction.  Sound examples  that  demonstrate  a  way  forward  that  heals  wounds  and
catalyses a way of life based on conscious responsibility, ecological awareness, real justice
and a strong predisposition for humanitarian sharing.

Step forward all  those who are committed to  face the deeper  challenges of  life,  with
bravery. For these are the people who will form the vanguard of resistance to the erosion of
values indispensable to the coming-through of a new paradigm. A new paradigm in the way
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we humans creatively interact with each other and our priceless planet Earth.

That is the real rebellion.

*

Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.

Julian Rose is an international activist, writer, organic farming pioneer and actor.  In 1987
and 1998, he led a campaign that saved unpasteurised milk from being banned in the UK;
and, with Jadwiga Lopata, a ‘Say No to GMO’ campaign in Poland which led to a national ban
of GM seeds and plants in that country in 2006. Julian is currently campaigning to ‘Stop 5G’
WiFi. He is the author of two acclaimed titles: Changing Course for Life and In Defence of
Life. His latest book ‘Overcoming the Robotic Mind’ will be available from this July. Julian is a
long time exponent of yoga/meditation. See his web site for more information and to
purchase his books www.julianrose.info
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